Commonwealth of Kentucky
House of Representatives
2016 REGULAR SESSION

HB 70
AN ACT proposing to amend the KY Constitution
Sec. 145 relating to persons entitled to vote.

RCS# 61
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4:37:11 PM

Pass

YEAS: 82
NAYS: 9
ABSTAINED: 0
NOT VOTING: 5

YEAS : 82

Adkins    Graham    Miles    Shell
Belcher    Greer     Miller C  Short
Bratcher   Hale      Miller J  Simpson
Brown      Harris    Mills    Sinnette
Bunch      Heath     Moffett  Smart
Burch      Hoover    Montell  St. Onge
Butler     Howard    Moore    Steele
Carney     Imes      Nelson   Stewart
Clark      Jenkins   Osborne  Stone
Collins    Kay       Overly   Stumbo
Combs      Keene     Owens    Thompson
Couch      Kerr      Palumbo  Tipton
Crimm      King M    Rader    Upchurch
DeCesare   Lee       Rand     Watkins D
Denham     Linder    Richards  Watkins G
DeWeese    Marzian   Riggs    Wayne
Donohue    Mckee     Riner    Webber
DuPlessis  Meade     Rowland  Westrom
Fischer    Meeks     Rudy     Wuchner
Flood      Meredith  Schamore Yonts
Gienn      Meyer     

NAYS : 9

Bechler    King K    Mayfield  Turner
Benvenuti  Koenig   Santoro   York
Dossett

ABSTAINED : 0
"ROLL CALL VOTE/WEB FACSIMILE
FOR VOTE MODIFICATIONS SEE LINK"

NOT VOTING : 5

Bell       Floyd     Gooch     Horlander
Coursey    